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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a method of exporting vector muscles from
one 3D face to another for facial animation. Starting from a 3D face with an
extended version of Waters’ linear muscle system, we transfer the linear muscles
to a target 3D face. We also transfer the region division, which is used to increase
the performance of the muscle as well as to control the animation. The human
involvement is just as simple as selecting the faces which shows the most natural
facial expressions in the animator’s view. The method allows the transfer of the
animation to a new 3D model within a short time. The transferred muscles can
then be used to create new animations.

1 Introduction

Facial animation aims at producing realistic facial expression to enrich human computer
interaction. Various techniques have been introduced to animate the 3D faces, including:
interpolation ([18]), parameterizations ([6]), finite element methods ([12], [13]), pseudo
muscle models ([11]) and physics based muscle models ([9], [20], [21]). One of the
issues related to these techniques is how to transfer the animation parameters to a newly
created face model.

Noh and Neumann [17] have proposed a method for transferring animation between
different head models on the geometric level. Surface correspondences are obtained
by Radial Basis Function mapping using the specification of corresponding point pairs
on the models. Some heuristics for feature detection are presented as well to reduce
the number of feature points which have to be selected manually. The detected feature
points also need to be adjusted manually afterwards to achieve more correct mapping.
Moreover, this method can only transfer pre-created animations. No new animation
can be created in the new face. Kähler et al. [10] transfer both the head model and the
underlying muscle and bone structure to a new face based on the interpolation of two sets
of landmarks. The method still requires the manual adjustment on the sets of landmarks
by point-and-click. They claim that it takes 10-20 minutes to specify the 60 needed
landmarks. Mani and Ostermann [14] use B-splines with weights to clone MPEG-4
facial animation tables (FAT) from a source face model to a target face model. Manual
selection of corresponding points between source and target faces is required. Additional
manual adjustment of B-splines weights is also required to increase the correctness in
mapping the MPEG-4 FATs, however this correctness is still not warranted.
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In this paper we introduce a method of exporting vector muscles from one face
to another face for facial animation. We have built a system to convert from emotion
intensities to muscle contraction levels [3] to display emotional facial expression in a
3D face. We certainly do not want to adjust the muscle structure manually on a new
face in order to reuse these muscle contraction levels. Starting from a 3D face with an
extended version of Waters’ linear muscle system (discussed in Section 2), we transfer
the linear muscles to a target 3D face. In the extended version, the face is also divided
into regions that are used to increase the performance of the muscle as well as to control
the animation.

Muscle contraction values are transferable between models only when the models
involved are equipped with properly positioned muscles. Even then, a problem arises
when muscle structures or surface shapes are inherently different between two models.
The system we describe in this paper allows the transfer of muscle between 3D face
models with minimal human involvement. The human contribution is just as simple
as selecting the “favored" version of different expressions on the face. The transferred
muscles can then be used to create new animations. The transfer of the muscles is
first done by mapping the muscles to the target 3D face with Radial Basis Functions
mapping. This mapping produces the rough version of the muscles on the target 3D face
with the information from an existing muscle system. The muscles are then tuned up in
an interactive process. This process uses Interactive GeneticAlgorithms as an underlying
technique. This procedure is explained in Section 3. The region division is transferred
by Radial Basis Functions mapping followed by “cylindrical projections". More details
are provided in Section 4.

2 The Vector Muscle Model

The vector muscle model was introduced by Waters [21] to create realistic facial expres-
sions in realtime. The muscle’s zone of influence are illustrated in Figure 1. The muscle
is modelled as a vector in 3D space, from v2 to v1. Rs and Rf represent the fall-off
radius start and finish respectively. Under the muscle’s contraction, the new vertex p′ of
an arbitrary vertex p located on the mesh within the segment v1prps, along the vector
p − v1, is computed as follows:

p′ = p + cos(α)kr p−v1
||p−v1||

where α is the angle between the vector v2 − v1 and p − v1, D is ||p − v1||, k is a fixed
constant representing the elasticity of skin, and r is the radial displacement parameter:

r =

{
cos(1 − D

Rs
) for p inside sector (v1pnpm)

cos( D−Rs
Rf −Rs

) for p inside sector (pnprpspm)

We have extended this model to deal with multiple muscles interaction, to increase
the performance and to produce realistic wrinkles [4].We simulated the parallelism in
the way multiple facial muscles contract. How two muscles interact can be seen in Figure
2(a). Using region division on the face (see Figure 7), the calculation time for the muscle
model is significantly reduced. We also use parabola to simulate wrinkles for this muscle
model. An example of the wrinkles on the forehead is shown in Figure 2(b).

Exporting a muscle system from the source face to the target face means that we
have to find the positions of the head and tail of the muscles in the target face based on
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Fig. 1. The linear muscle model
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Fig. 2. Improvements on Waters’ vector muscle model: (a) how two muscles interact; (b) wrinkles
on the forehead

their positions in the source face. Other parameters such as the values of fall-in start and
fall-in finish are also transferred and adjusted.

3 Transferring the Muscles

The muscles are transferred to the new face interactively. First the muscles are interpo-
lated to the new face using Radial Basis Functions (RBF). The RBFs use several pairs
of corresponding feature points to establish a rough version of the transferred muscles.
Groups of muscles are then further tuned in an interactive process using Interactive Ge-
netic Algorithms as the underlying technique. Several versions of the same expression
with different versions of these muscles are repeatedly shown to animator. The animator
selects the faces which show the most natural expression from the animator’s point of
view. This selection process finishes when the animator is satisfied with the facial expres-
sion performance of the face. The positions of original muscles on the source face and
the tuned muscles are added to the set of corresponding feature points. The muscles are
interpolated again with the new set of correspondence and a new group of muscles are
tuned. This procedure is performed six times for six different groups of muscles. These
six groups of muscles are the muscles used to produce versions of six basic expressions:
happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, fear and disgust.
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The algorithm can be described as follows. Let Lsource denote the set of fea-
ture points of the source face, Ltarget the set of feature points of the target face,
Msource the set of vertices represent the muscles (head and tail of the muscle) in
the source face, and Mtarget the set of vertices represent the muscles (head and tail
of the muscle) in the target face. The steps to transfer the muscles is described as follows:

For expression E=Happiness,Surprise,Sadness,Anger,Fear,Disgust
RBF mapping(Msource,Lsource,Ltarget)→ Mtarget

Repeat (Interactive Genetic Algorithm)
Show different versions of expression E
The user chooses some “favored" faces
The system calculates new faces

Until the user satisfies with the faces
Add head and tail of the muscles that express E to Lsource and Ltarget

Note that the order of the expressions is from the easier recognized ones to more difficult
recognized ones. We will now discuss in more detail the Radial Basis Functions and the
Interactive Genetic Algorithms.

3.1 Radial Basis Functions

The initial muscle transformation from the source face to the target face is done by
Radial Basis Function (RBF) Networks. These are known for their powerful interpolation
capability and are often used for face model fitting [17].

For each coordinate a different RBF network is defined, the transformation has the
form

(x, y, z) −→ (RBF1(x, y, z), RBF2(x, y, z), RBF3(x, y, z))

where each RBFi is given by

RBFi(x, y, z) =
n∑

j=1

wi,jhi,j(x, y, z)

where the wi,j are weights of the network and need to be determined or learned on the
basis of a training set. For the basis functions hi,j we follow the successful approach
given in [17]:

hi,j(v) =
√

‖ v − µi,j ‖2 +s2
i,j

where µi,j is the center and si,j is given by

si,j = mink �=j ‖ µi,k − µi,j ‖

This choice for si,j leads to smaller deformations for widely scattered center points and
larger deformations for closely located points.

Each of the RBF networks is trained using a set of coordinates of feature points on
the source face and the corresponding feature points on the target face. These feature
points are:
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– Tip of the nose
– Top of the head
– Right side of the face
– Left side of the face
– Top of the nose (between two eyes)
– Left eye socket (near nose)
– Right eye socket (near nose)
– Bottom of the nose (top of the furrow)
– Bottom left of the nose
– Bottom right of the nose

These feature points can be determined automatically, c.f. [17].
Each time a group of muscles is positioned at the right place, these muscle coordi-

nates are added to features set. Afterwards the RBF network is trained again in order
to interpolate more accurately. And in order to prevent overfitting and to improve gen-
eralization a regularization term

∑
j w2

i,j is added to the error term for each RBFi

[2]

3.2 Muscle Tuning

A rough version of the muscles is produced from the RBF mapping. Note that, the
RBF mapping only transfers the position of the muscles. Other parameters such as the
influence angle α, are simply copied from the source muscles. The position of the muscles
and other parameters still need to be adjusted to be usable on the target face. We use an
Interactive Genetic Algorithms (IGA) system to further adjust the muscles.

The Interactive Genetic Algorithms. Genetic Algorithms are search algorithms based
on the process of natural evolution [8]. A Genetic Algorithm’s problem solving approach
is, basically, to rate or to rank possible solutions as they are generated, and then use
these rankings to guide further exploration for related solutions. For a more thorough
introduction of Genetic Algorithms, the readers can consult [8] and [7].

While conventional Genetic Algorithms use external determined fitness functions,
Interactive Genetic Algorithms are guided by the user’s intuition preference, subjectiv-
ity,sensation, perception, cognition and other psychological processing functions [19].
Instead of rating chromosomes on certain values (fitness), Interactive GeneticAlgorithms
rate chromosomes interactively based on evaluations of a user. Interactive Genetic Al-
gorithms are useful for searching through an object space when assessment criteria are
not well defined enough to form explicit rules [16]. Some applications of Genetic Al-
gorithms are interactive design aid system [15], montage face image generation [5] and
line drawing [1].

Using IGA for tuning up muscles. A linear muscle can be described as a set of ten
parameters, v1, v2, ..., v10:

– coordinates of the head of the muscle (3 parameters)
– coordinates of the tail of the muscle (3 parameters)
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Fig. 3. A snapshot of IGA muscle tuning system

– the value of fall-off start
– the value of fall-off finish
– the value of the angle
– the value of the standard to transform contraction level to (0..1)

Starting from an initial version of a muscle, numbers of versions of the muscle are created
by modifying each parameter in a specified range. Let Rmin1, Rmax1, ..., Rmin10,
Rmax10 be the ranges of values of the parameters. The parameters of a muscle can be
represented as:

(p1, p2, ..., p10)
where 0.0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.0,

pi = vi−Rmini

Rmaxi−Rmini
,

vi = pi(Rmaxi − Rmini) + Rmini i = 1..10
A chromosome representing a muscle looks like:

c11, c12, ..., c1n, c21, ..., c10n cij = 0 or 1
where 2n is used to convert a real number between 0.0 and 1.0 to a binary string. That
means ci1, ci2, ..., cin is the binary representation of �2npi�

The muscles are now ready to be tuned with the IGA. At each iteration of IGA,
nine faces with the same expression but different versions of the muscles are shown
to the animator. The animator selects the three faces that best represent the specified
expression. Based on the three selected faces, a new generation of versions of muscles is
generated. The faces which are contracted with these versions of muscles are shown to
the animator again. This process finishes when the animator find a satisfactory version
of the muscles. A snapshot of the system is shown in Figure 3.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) The source face; (b) the target face

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. Tuning up the muscles for happiness: (a) – result from RBF mapping; (b),(c),(d) – step by
step result from IGA tuning system

3.3 Result

An example of a source face and a target face can be seen in Figure 4. We will now show
the result of exporting muscles that create happiness and sadness. The rough version of
the muscles that produce happiness is shown in Figure 5(a). As can be seen from that
Figure, RBF mapping does not immediately generate a usable version of the muscles.
The muscles are then interactively adjusted with the IGA system. Figure 5(b) and 5(c)
present the intermediate versions of the muscles during the IGA process. Figure 5(d)
shows the final adjusted result. How the muscles that create sadness are transferred is
shown in Figure 6. Muscles that create other expressions are transferred in the same
manner.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6. Tuning up the muscles for sadness: (a) – result from RBF mapping; (b),(c),(d) – step by
step result from IGA tuning system

4 Transferring Region Division to the New 3D Face

Region division has been used to accelerate the calculation of the linear muscle in real-
time [4]. The region division is also used by the muscles to control animation, e.g. the
lower-face muscles do not effect the upper lip. For this reason, we also have to transfer
the region division to the new face. This time, we map the source face to the target
face with RBF and the set of correspondences which are described above. We then use
“cylindrical projections" [17] to project the target face into the mapped version of the
source face. This works as follows. Each vertex of the target 3D face v is projected into
a triangle (v1,v2,v3) on the mapped version of the source face. The region that vertex v
belongs to will be the region of one of the vertices (v1,v2,v3). In this case, we take the
vertex vi with shortest distance to the vertex v.

Special care has to be paid to the lips. Only RBF mapping followed by “cylindrical
projections" does not produce correct division between the upper and the lower lips.
A further step has to be taken in order to solve this problem. We search from the tip
of the nose down to the chin, find all the vertices that are upper-opened1 (see Figure
8(b)). These vertices form the contact lines of the lower lip. We expand down from these
vertices to the chin and mark all the vertices in between to be in the lower face region.
We then search for all the vertices that are lower-opened2 (see Figure 8(a)). Expanding
up from these vertices to the tip of the nose, we mark all the vertices in between to be in
the middle face region.

The regions division in the target face can be seen in Figure 7(b).

1 A vertex is upper-opened if the intersections between all polygons containing the vertex and
the line that goes through the vertex and is parallel with Y-axis “lie under" the vertex.

2 A vertex is lower-opened if the intersections between all polygons containing the vertex and
the line that goes through the vertex and is parallel with Y-axis “lie above" the vertex.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. The transfer of region division: (a) the region division on the source face; (b) the region
division on the target face
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(b)

Fig. 8. Example of (a) lower-opened vertex; (b) upper-opened vertex

5 Conclusion

We have introduced a method of exporting linear muscles from one 3D face to another.
The transfer of the muscles was first done by mapping the muscles to the target 3D face
with Radial Basis Functions mapping. This mapping produced the rough version of the
muscles on the target 3D face with the information from an existing muscle system.
The muscles are then tuned up by an IGA system. We have also shown how to transfer
the region division. The system produces natural facial expression when all the muscles
are adjusted. The whole process takes about 10-20 minutes. The main advantage of this
system is that the animator only has to select the expressed face instead of manually
tuning the muscle parameters.
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